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user’s individual way of moving a mouse [4]–[7]. The
general structure of these generators is shown in Fig. 1. The
analogue signals from entropy sources are converted to
digital data and sampled. In order to overcome statistical
weaknesses or environmental problems, approaches, such as
post-processing algorithms, are widely used [3].

1Abstract—Random numbers constitute the most important
part of many applications and have a vital importance in the
security of these applications, especially in cryptography.
Therefore, there is a need for secure random numbers to
provide their security. This study is concerned with the
development of a secure and efficient random number
generator that is primarily intended for cryptographic
applications. The generator consists of two subsystems. The
first is algorithmic structure, Keccak, which is the latest
standard for hash functions. The structure provides to generate
secure random numbers. The second is additional input that
generates with ring oscillators that are implemented on the
FPGA. The additional inputs prevent reproduction and
prediction of the subsequent random numbers. It is shown that
the proposed generator is satisfies security requirements for
cryptographic applications. In addition, NIST 800-22 test suite
and autocorrelation test are used to demonstrate that
generated random numbers have no statistical weaknesses and
relationship among itself, respectively. Successful results from
these tests show that generated numbers have no statistical
weaknesses. Moreover, important advantage of the proposed
generator is that it is more efficient than existing RNGs in the
literature.
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Fig. 1. TRNG general structure.

Pseudo random numbers are created using algorithmic
structures and seed values. In PRNGs, algorithmic structure
is known exactly and random numbers are generated
according to the selected seed value. Figure 2 shows the
general structure of a these generators. The output function
is used to produce a random number and the state function is
used to update the internal state value. If the same seed
value is used in these generators, the same random number
sequences are produced [4]. If seed values or intermediate
values are known, it will be practically feasible to compute
preceding random numbers.

Index Terms—Information security; Keccak algorithm;
Random number generation; Ring oscillator.

I. INTRODUCTION

S0(Seed)

Random numbers are used in many different areas, such
as quantum mechanics, gambling games, statistics, and
cryptography. These numbers are the most important
parameters that affects the security of the whole
applications, especially in cryptography [1], [2]. For
example, any weakness in key values, initialization vectors
or seed values threat application’s security exactly.
A lot of random number generators are proposed in
literature [1]. However, these generators are generally
divided into three groups, such as True Random Number
Generators (TRNGs), Pseudo Random Number Generators
(PRNGs), and Hybrid Random Number Generators
(HRNGs) [1].
The natural disorder and unpredictable physical systems
can be utilized to generate true random numbers [3]. This
disorder is called entropy, typical sources of which include
temperature, jitter, mechanical systems, and a computer
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Fig. 2. PRNG general structure.

HRNGs consist of algorithmic structure and additional
inputs. Encryption algorithms, hash functions, and equations
can be used as the algorithmic structure. Additional input is
composed of true random numbers, which are generated
from entropy sources, such as chaotic systems or ring
oscillators (ROs). Additional inputs to these generators
prevent the prediction and regeneration of random number
sequences and can be applied to one or both of the output
and state functions shown in Fig. 2.
The security requirements given in Table I must be met in
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order to guarantee that the random number sequences
provide appropriate levels of protection for cryptographic
applications [1]. This ensures that these numbers have no
statistical weaknesses. That is to say, it should be exclude
replay attacks or correlation based attacks and passed from
statistical tests. It also cannot be reproduced or predicted.

R1:

R2:

R3:

R4:

tests [10]. Grøstl generate secure random numbers using the
hash function and additional chaotic inputs. Numbers
produced with this generator are found to meet the statistical
tests and security requirements successfully [11]. Avaroğlu,
et al. suggests the use of a RO and chaotic functions to
generate random numbers using a hybrid RNG, and the
resulting output from this generator is again successfully
verified [12]. Yuan, et al. proposes a structure consisting of
digital-analogue constructs, using electronic elements with
chaotic structures, and the data produced by this work are
once more validated [13]. Avaroğlu proposes a generator
based on chaotic structures and shows that the statistical
requirements are satisfied [14]. Łoza, et al. generate random
numbers using the RO and Sha-256 algorithms and proves
that they are robust [15]. Magfirawaty and his colleagues
generates random numbers using chaotic structures and the
hash function, and, once more, these are statistically verified
[16]. Wang and Li generate random numbers using an
approach based on RO and XOR operations, and
demonstrates successful results from statistical tests [17].
Liu, et al. propose RO-based approach to generate true
random numbers and show analysis of these numbers.
Buchovecká, et al. have produce and analyse real random
numbers with a RO-based approach [18], [19]. Chen, et. al.
produce and analyse these numbers based on hash functions
[20]. Kote, et al. propose TRNG that is based on the
electronic circuit. In the study, the proposed generator is
successful according to the analyses results of produced
number [21]. Wieczorek and Gołofit propose TRNG based
on two stages of randomness. The first stage is based on a
chaotic circuit and the second stage is based on metastability
of a flip-flop that is stimulated by chaotic initial conditions.
The proposed generator shows successful results in the
randomness tests [22]. Wieczorek presents a generator that
utilizes both the ring oscillations and metastability
phenomena. The proposed generator is successful in the
randomness tests [23]. Wieczorek proposes and analyses
TRNG based on nearly-metastable operation of groups of
FPGA flip-flops and an adaptive feedback loop. Numbers
that produce from the generator are successful in the
randomness tests [24]. Wieczorek and Gołofit present a
dual-metastability
time-competitive
generator.
The
generator is analysed both numerically and theoretically and
the statistical test results of the presented generator are
successful [25]. Wieczorek presented a dual-metastability
time-competitive generator. Empirical and statistical test
results of random number that take from the generator are
successful [26].
During this study, a secure and efficient HRNG is
developed for cryptographic applications. In this generator,
Keccak hash algorithm is used as an algorithmic method and
RO is used in generating additional input. In order to make
the developed generator more efficient, Keccak algorithm is
rearranged and used. The structure of Keccak algorithm is
reorganized, so that for each operation of the algorithm, a
pure true number of 512 bits is taken and 1600-bit output
data is generated after 24 rounds of processing by the kernel
function. From this data, 1024-bit true random numbers and
1088-bit output data for the next iteration are produced. Five
ROs, each with 3 inverter gates, are used to generate
additional inputs, and these are designed in an FPGA

TABLE I. SECURITY REQUIREMENTS FOR RNGS IN
CRYPTOGRAPHIC APPLICATIONS.
The random numbers should not show any statistical
weaknesses
The knowledge of subsequences of random numbers shall not
allow to compute predecessors or successors practically or to
guess them with no negligibly larger probability than without
knowledge of these subsequences
It shall not be practically feasible to compute preceding random
numbers from the internal state or to guess them with no
negligibly larger probability than without knowledge of the
internal state
It shall not be practically feasible to compute future random
numbers from the internal state or to guess them with no
negligibly larger probability than without knowledge of the
internal state

The generation of secure and efficient random numbers is
an important consideration in many areas. This is
particularly true in the field of cryptographic applications
[2]. Random numbers used in these applications should not
contain reproducible, unpredictable, and statistical
weaknesses [1]. However, the use of a TRNG for this
purpose introduces a number of problems, which include
low speed, high cost, hardware dependency, and statistical
weaknesses. While various approaches, such as post
processing algorithms, are proposed to overcome these
problems, these methods can lead to large data loss because
they ignore some data, which includes statistical
weaknesses. Furthermore, the PRNG contains periodic
repetition and the output space cannot exceed the seed
space. Generators that do not have an entropy source are not
appropriate for cryptographic applications, so that they
cannot meet the R4 security requirement [4]. A HRNG can
be used to overcome these difficulties and to take the
advantage of these generators [3]. These generators consist
of algorithmic method and additional input. Additional
inputs are also taken from TRNGs, which prevent random
numbers from being reproduced and guessed. The use of
strong cryptographic constructs as an algorithmic method,
therefore, guarantees the security of the generator. However,
many of the proposed HRNGs cause data loss and work
with low efficiency.
Numerous RNGs intended for cryptographic applications
have been documented [1]. These methods use physical
phenomena, including electrical noise, and chaotic systems
as the entropy source [1]–[4]. Random numbers from these
sources are then used in conjunction with strong algorithms
to provide the security [1]. These generators use different
algorithms, especially cryptographic constructs, such as
encryption or hashing algorithms, to guarantee security [8],
[9]. Avaroğlu, et al. proposes a hybrid structure using the
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) algorithm operating
in conjunction with a chaotic additional input, and this work
proves to be satisfactory for cryptographic applications [9].
Thamrin, et al. uses an optical mechanism and linear
feedback recording to generate hybrid random numbers,
which satisfy the requirements of the appropriate statistical
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environment. Thus, problems arising from the fact that these
numbers are produced outside are eliminated as well as real
random numbers that are secure for additional input.
Random numbers generated using this method satisfy the
security requirements for cryptographic applications. The
NIST 800-22 test suite and the autocorrelation test show that
this procedure does not introduce any statistical weaknesses.
The most important advantage of the proposed generator is
that the pure real random number is not lost and the
generator is 2 times more efficient because of difficulties
and high cost to generate true random numbers to make data
loss more important.
The work undertaken by this study can be summarized as
follows:
1. A model based on Keccak, the latest standard of
abstract algorithms, is used;
2. Weaknesses arising from the generator or
environmental factors are eliminated without data loss
and without the use of any post-processing algorithm;
3. In order to make these numbers more secure, additional
inputs are generated on a circuit that were designed on the
FPGA;
4. The resulting RNG is found to meet the security
requirements for cryptographic use;
5. Successful results are obtained from statistical tests
on the output from the generator.
6. The proposed generator takes 512 bits of raw
truerandom numbers as an additional input and generates
a true random number of 1024 bits.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the
structure of the proposed generator is considered, both the
structure of the hash algorithm, which is an algorithmic part
of the generator, and a true random number generator that
forms additional inputs are examined. In Section III,
security analysis and statistical analyses of the proposed
generator are carried out. In Section IV, the results of the
developed generator are discussed.

generated from this hash data. This new input vector of
1600-bit is then generated for the algorithmic partition using
1088-bit interleaved input data received by the transition
function and the 512-bit pure TRNG data forms the
additional input. In subsequent runs of the generator, this
1600-bit input vector is processed by the algorithm and then
output to the function. Thus, in each run of the developed
generator, 1024-bit safe real random numbers are generated.
Additional Input
(S0) (512 bits) Algorithmic
Section
(Keccak)

1600
bits

Sn+1:= ϕ (Sn)
1600 bits

Additional Input
(512 bits)

Output
Function

Random
Numbers
(1024 bits)

Intermediate
Input Data
1088 bits

State Function

Fig. 3. General structure of the generator.

The output function in the proposed generator is arranged
as shown in Fig. 4. In the figure, relation of the processed
and generated data, which is operated by the generator, is
shown. The 1600-bit output vector received by this function
is divided into three parts: Rn1, Rn2, and Cn. Rn1is a data
block taken from TRNG, Rn2 is a data block taken from
previous round, and Cn is a security parameter for Keccak.
n-bit TRNG data is received and 2n-bit TRNG is produced
thanks to this structure. In each run of the output function,
random numbers are generated using pieces of 512-bit Rn1
and Rn2, each. Using 512 bits of Rn2 and 576 bits of Cn,
1088 bits of intermediate input data are generated.
Generated Intermediate
Input Data
Rn1
512 bit

Rn2
512 bit

Cn
576 bit

Generated Random
Numbers
Fig. 4. Data processed by the generator at each step.

II. THE PROPOSED HYBRID GENERATOR
During this study, a secure and efficient HRNG is
designed for cryptographic applications. This generator
consists of two basic subsystems. The first of these
produced are pure true random numbers using a RO. The
second subsystem uses an algorithmic function that allowes
secure random numbers to be generated from the pure true
random numbers. Keccak hash algorithm is used for this
purpose.
The general structure of the proposed RNG is given in
Fig. 3. In the generator 512 bits of pure true random number
data is used as an additional input. In the first operation of
this generator, the additional input (S0) is given to Keccak
function, while the latter is given to the additional input state
function. In the first operation of the generator, 512 bits of
pure TRNG data is taken as an input by the algorithmic
section and subjected to algorithmic operations, and a 1600bit hash value is generated. In these algorithmic operations,
a 1600-bit input vector is taken and a 1600-bit output vector
is generated after executing 24 rounds of its operations. The
generated 1600-bit hash data forms the input data of the
output function. Using the output function, 1024-bit real
random number and 1088-bit intermediate input data are

The additional inputs, which constitute an important part
of the proposed generator, are produced using a RO-based
approach, in which 5 ROs, each containing 3 inverter gates,
are used. This technique is implemented in FPGA to
produce pure true random numbers, which are used to create
additional inputs. Details of this pure data generator are
given in Section IIA. In Section IIB, Keccak algorithm,
which constitutes the algorithmic part of the proposed
generator, is given.
A. The Method of Obtaining the Additional Input
The irregularities and unpredictability of entropy sources
are used to produce true random numbers. Although there
are a lot of entropy sources, electrical noise is commonly
used because of providing more reliable methods [4].
Random numbers generated using ROs have a widespread
use and this technique can be achieved using odd number of
NOT gates. Each of these gates has a different delay, which
is expressed as jitter, and these delays are used as a source
of entropy. This approach utilizes multiple ring oscillators in
combination with the XOR gate followed by sampling with
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a flip-flop. It is desirable that the numbers of ring oscillators
and inverter gates are minimized in order to consume much
less power. Numerous methods based on this approach are
proposed, which can be used in conjunction with strong
cryptographic constructs to design safe RNGs [1], [12]. The
proposed generator needs true random numbers in order to
provide additional inputs. For this purpose, a true RNG with
a RO base is implemented. To achieve low power
consumption, the number of ROs and the number of
inverters per RO are 5 and 3, respectively. Figure 5 provides
details of the RO design used.
Each RO generated logic values are of 0 at the beginning
of the process, because the data0 input is logic 1. When an
external signal (logic 1) is applied from the physical
medium to the selection input of the multiplexer (mux), the
input value of data1 is observed at the output of the mux.
Thus, non-periodic and random 1 and 0 values are
continuously observed at the output of the odd-numbered
inverter. Each RO output is sampled with D-type flip-flops
and subjected to XOR processing. Random numbers are
generated by resampling the XOR output as shown in Fig.
5(b).

(b)
Fig. 5. Number generator using 3 inverters and 5 ROs (a); RO Design
realized in altera’s quartus software (b).

A backup unit is designed to use the numbers generated
by this structure as additional inputs. Figure 6 shows how
these numbers are recorded. The phase-locked loop
equipment is used for synchronous operation of the RO and
memory units and has a frequency of c0 = 50 MHz. A
counter is used to write each generated number to memory
addresses and specify the address of the memory handler.
The Wren entry is set so that the generated number could be
written to memory. Quartus software allows the numbers
stored in memory elements to be written to a file in text
format, so that they could be easily accessible.
Figure 7 contains a sample of the numbers obtained from
the system in real time, which are recorded in the memory
unit.

RO1
fi
RO2

Output

...
RO5

fb

fs

fs

fs

fs
(a)

Fig. 5. Memory design for recording numbers.

Fig. 6. Numbers generated in real time and recorded in the memory unit.

An oscilloscope image for a fraction of the actual random
numbers actually obtained from the designed system is
given in Fig. 8.

B. Algorithmic Part of the Proposed Generator: Keccak
The hash algorithms receive an input message of any
length and generate an output value, or hash of a certain
length that is specific to that message. These algorithms
form the most important part of many cryptographic
applications, such as digital signatures, key generation, and
pseudorandom number generation.
Security properties of hash algorithms are critical for the
security of the application for which they are used. The most
important security consideration for these algorithms is to
ensure that they are preimage resistant. In other words, it
should not be possible to construct the original message
from the hash value. Another important factor is that the

Fig. 7. Oscilloscope pattern of true random numbers actually generated.
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same output value should not be generated for two different
messages. This is expressed as collision resistance.
Keccak that is the latest standard for hash algorithms can
take an input sequence of any length and generate hash that
is various lengths since it is based on sponge constructions
[27], [28]. The general structure of Keccak is given in Fig.
9. The input and intermediate vectors of Keccak consist of
two parameters r and c, where, r indicates the processed
message size per round, c is a parameter used for security, f
is the kernel function, n is the number of blocks, bi is the
processed block size, and hi is a produced hash value per
round.
The algorithm is divided into two parts during this
process. The first of these is dedicated to receiving the input
message blocks, while the second is responsible for
generating the hash values.

r

r

f

c

absorbing
bn

b2

b1

c

...

f

c

r
...

f

c

III. ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED GENERATOR
The random numbers used in cryptographic applications
have a vital importance on the security of the whole
application. Therefore, the security of random numbers used
in these applications should be assured. For the security of
random number generators, they must not contain statistical
weaknesses and the security requirements given for these
generators must be met. Furthermore, the security of the
algorithmic method and the additional inputs used in the
generator must be assured.
In the proposed generator, the algorithmic part is created
by Keccak, which is the last standard for cryptographic hash
algorithms, because it is faster and more efficient than other
candidate algorithms [29]. The security of this algorithm
guarantees the security of the generator since it constitutes
the main structure of the generator. The use of 24 bit and
1600-bit vectors prevents the possibility of attacks, which
aim to decrease the number of rounds or input vectors.
Possible weaknesses that may exist in this algorithm have
already been determined during the security verification of
the generator and no further analysis is considered necessary
in this respect.
RNGs used in cryptographic applications must meet
specific security requirements in order to be considered
secure for use. These requirements, R1 to R4, were
mentioned earlier in this paper. Strong cryptographic
constructs, such as Keccak, satisfy the security requirements
of R1 to R3. Moreover, when the security parameters of
hash algorithms are taken into consideration, they are ideal
structures for use as algorithmic methods. Using these
constructions, secure and efficient random number
generators can be designed. The use of this algorithm
ensures it is not possible to calculate the preceding and
subsequent numerical values, even if intermediate values are
obtained. The use of pure true random numbers as an
additional input also enables the security requirements of R4
to be satisfied, and it is therefore considered impossible to
determine the random numbers, which are generated.
Potential weaknesses that might result from
environmental factors are prevented since additional inputs
are generated by RO that implement on FPGA. Moreover,
the power consumption is reduced by minimizing the
number of RO and inverter gates used. Successful results are
obtained despite the fact that the additional inputs are used
without any post-processing.
One of the most important security considerations for
RNGs is that they do not contain any statistical weaknesses,
which make them susceptible to various attacks. Therefore,
it should be assured that the numbers used in cryptographic

h2

r

r

f

squeezing
h1

security reasons, it is desirable that the vector size should be
large [23].
The most basic part of Keccak is the f function, which
forms the crucial part of the sponge construction. The
function comprises 5 basic steps, which are being composed
of operations, such as AND, OR, and XOR. The steps are
represented by the symbols θ, ρ, π, χ, and ι. They are
performed in this order during each round [28]. At each
operation step, A is taken as an input and A' is generated
after the operations are completed. In the next round, these
operations are repeated [28].

f

c

Fig. 9. General structure of Keccak algorithm.

The first part of the algorithm consists of 3 steps:
1. The initial vector is firstly set to zero. The input
message is then divided into blocks of equal length and
can be added to the last block if necessary. 10 ... 1 bit
arrays are inserted instead of the missing bits;
2. Starting with the first block, all blocks are then
XOR’ed with the first r bits of the input vector. A new rbit fragment of the resulting input vector is generated
from this process;
3. The input vector is modified by the function f. After
all input blocks are processed, the first part of the function
is completed.
The second part of the function is hash producing. Upon
completion of the first part of Keccak algorithm, the first r
bit of the output vector is taken and, if necessary, the output
vector is again processed using the f function. This process
continues until the hash value is generated at the desired
length.
One of the most significant features of these structures is
that they are flexible, allowing the size of the message
block, the number of operations, and the size of the input
and intermediate vectors to change. The vector expresses the
limited range defined by the parameter v = 5 × 5 × w and w
= 2l, l = 1, 2, ... 6. Therefore, the size of the input and
intermediate vectors can take on 25, 50, ...,1600 bits. These
vectors are converted to a three-dimensional array, A, before
being processed by the kernel function. The size of A is
taken as A = 5 × 5 × w. The algorithm performs subsequent
operations on this array.
The number of cycles of the kernel function changes
according to the vector size in Keccak hash algorithm. This
change is expressed as 12 + 2 × l. For example, when the
1600-bit input vector is considered, the value of l becomes 6
and the expression of 12 + 2 × l provides 24 rounds. For
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applications do not contain statistical weaknesses. A lot of
tests are used to statistically analyse the output from RNGs
and these contain similar procedures and features. The test
suite recommended by NIST and autocorrelation method are
most commonly used and accepted.
The NIST test suite comprises 14 different procedures
and examines the generator and resulting random number
sequence for statistical weaknesses [30]. Procedures used in
this determination phase are described in the literature [30].
In Table II, the test results for the pure real random numbers
and the numbers generated by the proposed method are
given. Successful results are obtained when these tests have
are conducted on the generator developed during this study
(Table III).

fact that they take as input n-bits data and produce less than
n-bits true random numbers, and this is an important
consideration when taking into account the difficulty and
cost of producing pure random numbers. The method
developed during this study avoids this while ensuring that
the efficiency is doubled in comparison to other techniques.
The efficiency of this generator is seen to be the most
important advantage when compared to other methods or the
post processing. In Table IV, similar random number
generators suggested in the literature, used algorithmic
method and additional inputs, used statistical tests and
performance are given. In the last column, the efficiency of
these methods was examined. In the Table IV, it is seen that
the proposed generator is much more efficient than the other
generators.

TABLE II. STATISTICAL TEST RESULTS OF THE PROPOSED HRNG
AND THE RESULTS OF WITHOUT THE GENERATOR.
Raw True Random
Numbers of
Numbers
Proposed Generator
PTests
Result
P-Value
Result
Value
Frequency Test
Unsuccess
0.4968
Success
Block-frequency
Unsuccess
0.5023
Success
Runs
Unsuccess
0.6234
Success
Test for the Longest
Run of Ones in a
Unsuccess
0.2867
Success
Block
Binary Matrix Rank
0.4247
Success
0.6403
Success
Discrete Fourier
Unsuccess
0.0182
Success
Transform
Non-overlapping
Unsuccess
0.7173
Success
Template Matching
Overlapping
0.0215
Success
0.6038
Success
Template Matching
Maurer’s Universal
Unsuccess
0.7332
Success
Statistical
Linear Complexity
0.6155
Success
0.6051
Success
Serial Test1
Unsuccess
0.2557
Success
Serial Test2
0.8790
Success
0.4979
Success
Approximate
Unsuccess
0.1605
Success
Entropy
Cumulative Sums
Unsuccess
0.5487
Success

TABLE III. AUTOCORRELATION TEST RESULTS.
D value
X5 value
Result
8
-0.3440
Success
10
-0.1250
Success
13
0.1172
Success
20
0.9761
Success
25
0.8591
Success
100
-0.3441
Success
500
-0.7227
Success
1000
0.5875
Success
TABLE IV. SUMMARY OF PROPOSED NUMBER GENERATORS IN
THE LITERATURE.
ProduSimilar
Additional
Algorithmi
Statistical Tests ctivity,
Studies
Input
c Method
%
[9]
Chaotic Input
AES
NIST 800-22
100
[10]
Optical
LFSR
NIST 800-22
100
[11]
Chaotic Input
Grøstl
NIST 800-22
100
Chaotic
[12]
RO
NIST 800-22
100
Functions
Electronic
Chaotic
[13]
NIST 800-22
100
Components
Functions
Autocorrelation
Chaotic
[14]
Chaotic Input
50
Functions
NIST 800-22
[15]
RO
Sha-256
NIST 800-22
50
Autocorrelation
[16]
Chaotic Input
Sha-256
50
NIST 800-22
XOR
[17]
RO
NIST 800-22
50
Process
XOR
[18]
RO
NIST 800-22
50
Process
[19]
RO
NIST 800-22
25
[20]
RO
Sha-256
NIST 800-22
50
Electronic
[21]
NIST 800-22
100
Components
NIST 800-22
Electronic
[22]
Chaotic Input
100
Component
Diehard
NIST 800-22
RO
[23]
100
Metastability
Diehard
Adaptive
NIST 800-22
Electronic
[24]
Feedback
100
Component
Diehard
Loop
Electronic
NIST 800-22
Component
[25]
100
Diehard
Metastability
NIST 800-22
Electronic
[26]
100
Component
Diehard
Autocorrelation
Proposed
RO
Keccak
200
Method
NIST 800-22

These tests are used to show that the random number
sequences generated by autocorrelation are self-contained.
The corresponding mathematical description is given below

A(d )   i  0 (bn  b( n  d ) ),
n  d 1

(1)

where  denotes the XOR operation, n denotes size, and d
denotes the integer value in the range 0 ≤ d ≤ n / 2. The
relationship between zero and one is given as follows

X5 

2 A(d )  (n  d ) / 2
(n  d )

(2)

The fact that the test results from this study were in the
range | X5 | <1.6449 shows that the required criteria are
satisfied. Successful results of the autocorrelation test for the
proposed generator are given in Table III.
The generator designed during this study provides an
important advantage in that it increases efficiency because it
takes as input n bits data and produce 2 × n-bits true random
numbers. Most existing methods incur data loss due to the
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
Random numbers are used in many areas, such as game
theory, statistics, and cryptography. They are vital in
influencing the security of these applications. In
cryptography, secure random numbers must be used in order
to guarantee security. During this study, a HRNG is
designed, which is secure and efficient and can be used in
many areas, especially cryptography. The generator consists
of two parts: the algorithmic method and the additional
input. Keccak hash algorithm, which is the latest standard, is
rearranged and additional inputs were obtained through a
RO-based approach. Additional input prevents the
reproduction and prediction of random numbers. Each run of
the generator is given an additional 512-bit pure true random
number input and returns a 1024-bit true random number.
Proposed generator meets the security requirements for
cryptographic applications. The successful results from the
NIST and autocorrelation tests show that it does not contain
any statistical weaknesses. It also provides significant
advantages in that it avoids data loss, which is a major
concern when considering the difficulties and cost of
random number production and is twice as efficient as
existing RNGs in the literature.
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